Contributors

Jeffrey Glassberg’s brief biographical sketch appeared in the summer 2005 issue of *American Butterflies*.

Bill Levinson obtained a doctorate in biophysics from the University of Michigan studying reproductive biology. After doing postdoctoral research at the Michigan Cancer Foundation and Michigan State University investigating DNA biochemistry, he turned his attention to science and environmental film making. His recent natural history film about butterflies, *In the Company of Wild Butterflies*, is distributed by Bullfrog Films.

Gil Quintanilla is a member of the Advisory Board of NABA International Butterfly Park. His passion for butterflies and butterfly gardening and raising caterpillars, shared with his wife Karen and son, Alberto, has grown since he participated in a NABA 4th of July Butterfly Count three years ago. Recently he coordinated a butterfly tour for Southern Living Magazine and appeared on several local TV programs promoting butterflies. Gil, a native of Mission, Texas, co-manages the NABA SoTX website. He enjoys photographing in Mexico and last winter participated in a butterfly tour to Peru. Gil is a Certified Public Accountant, owns his own practice, and has a background in international taxation.

Mike Reese’s brief biographical sketch appeared in the summer 2005 issue of *American Butterflies*.

Sue Sill is Executive Director of NABA International Butterfly Park in Mission, Texas. Sue became fascinated with monarchs when she witnessed their mass migration pass through Pharr, Texas in 1950. From 1990 – 1998 she lived near Pátzcuaro, Michoacán, where her interest in monarchs was renewed. In 1997 she met Ed Rashin in Michoacán and became interested in the reforestation project of MRF and TCHPP. She became a member of the MRF Board of Directors in 2005.

Ann Swengel is coordinator of NABA’s Program for Butterfly Gardens & Habitats and past editor of the NABA National Butterfly Count. With her husband Scott, Ann conducts research on prairie and barrens butterfly populations. She is the author of numerous scientific publications related to butterfly population biology and has contributed many article to *American Butterflies*. She also enjoys butterfly gardening in her own backyard. She lives in southern Wisconsin and is the summer naturalist at Mirror Lake State Park.

Harry Zirlin’s fascination with butterflies and other insects dates to his early childhood. He travels extensively in the United States, studying and photographing butterflies. He supports this passion by working as an attorney in the environmental area at the New York law firm of Debevoise & Plimpton.